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Abstract:- In any given society there is long term contest
widening and existing in social and economic division
among the top and the bottom earners more especially in
income inequalities. At this phenomenon many intellects
and criticizers took some digs. According to famous
philosopher throughout his critique of faith, Karl Marx
takes the view that the wealthy developed belief in order
to relate the deprived and conquer them by
postponement. Income inequality is a severe imbalance
in income deliveries typically in the hands of a small
proportion of a population with a large concentration of
income. Once income inequality happens, around is a
great breach among the means of single part of the
people in general. Therefore, this study explores on
income inequalities between top and bottom earners
during covid-19 pandemic with sample on impact of
internet on both earners and consider the widening of
social and economic division as a result of Covid-19
pandemic. This is empirical research and qualitative
method has been adopted through consultations of many
textual material, also Islamic perspectives were used in
organization of the paper to be rich.
Keywords:- Income Inequality,
Internet, Islamic Perspectives.
I.

Covid-19,

Pandemic,

INTRODUCTION

Income inequality can be regarded as the differences in
the growth rates of incomes of the low and top earners, trade
and globalization and impediments to the process of internal
migration. In economics, income inequality, substantial
difference in pay delivery amid people, communities, races,
social classes, or nations. (Ahmed, Ahmed, Pissarides, &
Stiglitz, 2020) Earnings inequality is a major aspect of
social stratification and social class. Can be touches through
numerous supplementary procedures of disparity, as well as
capital inequalities, party-political influence and the rank of
society. Revenue is the main factor of the excellence of life,
touching persons and families' well-being and happiness,
and differs by societal issues like gender, stage, and
competition or civilization.
COVID-19 Pandemic: This blend two words-" covid19 and pandemic. Covid-19 is the acronym for the newer
type of coronavirus that erupted in December 2019, in
Wuhan China. The World Health Organization has defined
"pandemic" as a type of eruption that has gone open-air a
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specific environment that needs big partnerships to deal
with.
Subsequentially, the New York Time published an
article saying that Covid-19 pandemic is widening social
and economic divisions that also make the virus deadlier as
well as the income inequalities between top and bottom
earners establishing. (Stojkoski, Utkovski, Jolakoski,
Tevdovski, & Kocarev, 2020), Corona virus known as
covid-19 pandemic originated as a pure epidemic in Wuhan,
China, in December 2019. But it spread rapidly to other
countries and developed a key worldwide danger. Utmost
nations have apparently not been set for this epidemic.
Infirmaries were now congested by victims and mortality
rates rise steeply because of the epidemic. As of time of
doing this work the COVID-19 pandemic currently in
24/06/2020 has caused in over 9122377 of people confirmed
cases, over 471895 deaths and over 4866592 recovered
worldwide. Therefore, with these figures flashed worries of
an imminent decline and economic disaster. Communal
hostility, self-isolation and transportable constraints have
resulted in decreased labour force in entirely segments of the
economy and have triggered the loss of numerous works.
The schools shut, essential for supplies and factory-made
goods dropped. Conversely, the necessity for medicinal
provisions has augmented expressively. Due to the fright
purchasing and storing of nourishment goods, the food
sector is also facing increased demand. We 're summing up
the social and economic response to this global outbreak
Effects of COVID-19 on single features of the global lowcost (Nicola et al., 2020).
II.

REASONS FOR INCREASING INCOME
INEQUALITIES DURING COVID-19
PANDEMIC

Presently, the existing COVID 19 pandemic has
infected virtually crossways the world. The emphasis has
nowadays lifted since the feast of the virus to the financial
implications it will have for the world. Manufacture delays
will lead in stock scarcities which ultimately culminating in
occupation sufferers for cost of individuals everywhere
globally. Dualistic of our society's greatest significant
industries, as well as everyday income bottom earners and
medium-sized enterprises, would have to tolerate the main
effect of this catastrophe.
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Therefore, according to Haider Syed, Khan, Raza
Rabbani, & Thalassinos, (2020), asserted that through
markets in recession, store closures, borders, persons being
forced to stay at home and financial activities to a standstill
the worldwide activities are in messes and appears rarer
stable. Daily routine marketplaces are falling, dominant
banks are cutting interest charges, factory output is virtually
nil leading to major occupation wounded, and there is an
economic disaster all around. Since the inscription is
happening nonetheless the quantity of harm this pandemic
caused will be contingent mainly on the quantity of remedial
actions that administration and companies are captivating
nowadays to curtail the harm. Managers, public humanity,
and management activities are expected to effort in
partnership to assist impacted individuals and mitigate the
adverse effects of this crisis.
Similarly, COVID 19 demise peal and number of sick
persons are mostly from the most industrialized nations in
the world such as United kingdoms, United states, Germany,
Italy to mention a few the virus is growing rapidly. Given
their strongest health-care programs and other infrastructure
services, it has seriously impacted. The effect of this
calamity is expected to be greater in immature and emerging
nations because of deficiency of enough test amenities,
absence of reliable data etc. (Stojkoski et al., 2020), That led
to a significant economic recession afterwards: stock prices
collapsed, foreign employment decelerated down,
companies croaked broke and individuals remained jobless.
Although in approximately nations the limits introduced had
a substantial effect on dropping the predicted coronavirus
shock, the magnitude of the feast of the illness among the
people varied greatly from one country to another. In the
coronavirus outcome a crowd of social and economic issues
were allocated as likely factors for the experiential diversity.
Moreover, according to Nicola et al., (2020), opinion
that the primary, secondary and tertiary consequences of
socio-economic income inequality (communal disaffection,
self-isolation and portable restraints), have resulted in a
decline in the population in all monetary segments and the
destruction of numerous occupations. Institutes have shut,
and the demand for goods and consumer products has
declined. The nourishment segment is also fronting
augmented request due to the fright purchase and storing of
foodstuffs) primary segments that comprise businesses
complicated in the removal of fresh resources, secondary
segments include in the manufacture of complete goods and
tertiary segments comprising entirely facilities productions.
Furthermore, Del Rio-Chanona, et-al (2020), argued
that on the equal of manufacturing, segments such as
transportation are probable to have production forced by
request tremors, although supply tremors are more possible
to limit segments connecting to industrial, mining and
facilities. Performing, eateries and travel are facing great
source and tremors in request. Most economists and analysts
think the financial influence might be affected. Pandemic
macroeconomic tremors, including demand, source, stock
cable, job, expenditure, value level, conversation charges
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and economic constancy and risk, financial development
and global collaboration (Barua, 2020).
Hence, low-income sets are cautious of these pledges,
as they have elongated skilled problems in steering
compound assistances Such contingency plans may omit
systems, 4 and numerous labours (counting the
independent). In nations with advanced stages of dangerous
deficiency, such as India, the inferences of insufficient
monetary defences for low-wage workforces are
supplementary understandable.
The unequal answer to COVID-19 is previously
obvious. Historically, good life anticipation and death tolls
were significantly unequal between the top societies and the
bottom. COVID-19's full belongings are hitherto to be
understood, though the illness is start to feast through the
greatest delicate locations, with battle regions, prisons and
immigrant sites (Ahmed et al., 2020). The expanding
description put on to recent interferences by nationwide and
public / regional administrations and well-being upkeep
amenities, medicinal discipline services, companies and
individuals to alleviate and eradicate the influence of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Inclosing involvements by means of
trials assists to recuperate the excellence of their enterprises,
to positively implement them and to interpose them validly
(Woodside, 2020). The COVID-19 pandemic and the
subsequent shifts in civilization because of social distancing
policies have demonstrated gaps in admittance to dressed
jobs and perceptions of judgement, with many of the poorest
groups in the nations having a much more serious effect on
economic and labour-related considerations.
However, the COVID-19 pandemic has exposed the
countries absence of dressed jobs for "important" workers
does good job mean. As equal and impartial labour that
grants core labour rights and free, protected employed
circumstances via satisfactory recompense and aids in
contrast, unwarranted labour is seems like job uncertainty,
little earnings and insecure or imperfect work safety.
COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted significant problems
in obtaining dressed jobs for many nations. workers,
especially front-line employees, many of whom are working
in low-wage or unwarranted locations. For instance, workers
employed in critical facilities, such as grocery supplies,
might not take the appropriate protection apparatus to retain
them harmless on or after constricting the disease
(Kantamneni, 2020). The epidemic is pull apart increases in
entirely nations and societies' socio-economic materials and
revealing
and
overwhelmingly
highlighting
the
unsustainability of earlier prevailing faintness, counting
deficiency and disparity (Rutayisire, Nkundimana, Mitonga,
Boye, & Nikwigize, 2020).
Therefore, according to Kramer & Kramer, (2020),
asserted that the financial and community tremor offered by
the Covid-19 pandemic is probable to redesign insights of
individuals and governments universally effort and jobs and
effect in mutually mini and bulky changes in the nations
labour. Enlarged labour marketplace division that assigns
labours to "decent works" and "evil works" and service
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division 's influence on disparity. Societal changes and,
supplementary and, variations in what are supposed in the
world and persons as "additional vital labour" versus "a
lesser amount of vital labour" can affect the occupational
status. While affecting nearly every occupational group, the
present epidemic has had the greatest undesirable effect on
bottom earner and less-skill workers. Such workers are
actual partial in their capability to labour away on or after
their labour’s bodily place, are additional probable to be
seasonal employees, and are focused in jobs with high
unemployment and bad working conditions. (Qian & Fan,
2020), Some have alluded to the epidemic as an "excessive
equalizer," a universal difficulty that bounds virtually
everyone's economic activity irrespective of societal
position.
Finally, Prevailing inequalities have positioned
persons in unsatisfactory community situations, and the
epidemic might worsen such drawbacks to partake distant
extra harsh impact on susceptible peoples than on their
additional privileged matching part.
III.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This study adopts the Bentham and Blackstorian
theories, from the work of Amanambu 2020 in the Journal
of Applied Philosophy vol.18 no.3 page 88. Bentham
theory, for example, is reliable with the utility concept of the
Bentham which according to Amanambu, (2020), implies
the accomplishment of the correct, or certifies that a person
is not wronged in each setting. Basically place, the
achievement of utmost pleasure. Blackstorian theory is
viewed as the bogy of slightly societies moral goods rule
that necessity at least repudiate a person whichever select or
the complete feature of goods. Each of these ideas support
inflexibly the basic human rights that are considered the
important topographies of Structure. The goal to reparation
the equilibrium among person's rules and the national in
safeguarding that their privileges are appreciated in an
association. This model is applied since it suggests the
missions that creating conflicts to keep individual 's
distinctiveness and take full advantage of unique 's curiosity.
The idea of equality, justice, fairness, impartiality and nondiscrimination is debatably the centrepiece of human rights
and the principal fact of slightly answerable administration.
Therefore, theories are employed to highlight the
social and economic division of income inequality between
top and bottom earners during Covid-19 pandemic. For the
development of theoretical framework also the researcher
adopts the review theory of Nicola 2020 carried out on ‘The
socio-economic implications of the coronavirus pandemic
(COVID-19)’ published in International Journal of Surgery.
Similarly, this essay here will examine the income
inequality between three phases bottom, middle and top
phase in relation to corona virus pandemic. COVID-19
pandemic worldwide and its economic effects are likely to
wreak pandemonium in all economy’s crossways the globe,
flinging numerous into downturn and probably economic
despair. By way of the amount of cases of infection and
death increases dramatically and recovery during the
IJISRT21JUL1167

epidemic leftovers unclear even in industrialized nations,
there is indication of tremors crossways economies like US,
Europe, Africa, Asia and the China where the virus
originated (Barua, 2020).
IV.

METHODOLOGY

4.1 Research design
This paper organised on income inequality between
top and bottom earners during Covid-19 pandemic, as ‘The
New York Time published an article saying that Covid-19
pandemic is widening social and economic divisions that
also make the virus deadlier’. (Woodside, 2020). The
COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent shifts in
civilization because of social distancing policies have
demonstrated gaps in admittance to dressed jobs and
perceptions of judgement, with many of the poorest groups
in the nations having a much more serious effect on
economic and labour-related considerations. Therefore, as a
result of impediment that touches almost all aspect of life
socially and economically worldwide, and in the process of
pointing out income inequality the researcher select internet
as an example on the impact of corona virus on income
inequality between top and bottom earners.
4.2 Data collection location
The researcher applies hypothesized by means of
secondary information comprised of records and paper
articles associated to the theme. Approximately printed
effort by different writers was also comprised in the study.
Similarly, many journal articles that talked on income
inequality during Covid-19 pandemic were used to organize
this study and most of them were current papers whose
published in 2020, as this research has to do with latest
pandemic also is an empirical paper.
4.3 Mode of data collection
At this juncture, the researcher searched many data
based to collect the data such as google search, google
scholar, and science direct were consulted. Along way, over
25 journals were searched and also used include and exclude
to select the most suitable once from there the researcher
choose the most important to study. Nevertheless, table and
charts were extracted from internet via internet more
especially statistical record on Covid-19 pandemic
internationally used in this study.
4.4 Mode of data analysis
The current study employed a qualitative research
methodology built on written materials and analysed clearly.
The Bentham's and Blackstorian theories were adopted in
this study. For instance, Bentham theory is reliable with the
Bentham 's usefulness belief which Amanambu, (2020),
Implies the achievement of the right, or at least guarantees
that a person is not wronged in a given setting. In short, it's
the achievement of the utmost contentment. They goal to
rectify the stability amid a person's influences and the
national in safeguarding that their privileges are valued in
relationship. Meanwhile, in line with this, the theory has
been adopted to analyse on income inequality between top
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and bottom earners during Covid-19 pandemic and cited
example with internet to highlight on such inequality amidst.
V.

FINDINGS

Obviously quite alright, in this presentation the result
shows that contemporary epidemic known as Covid-19
causes economic meltdown globally, and as a result
culminated to drastic loss of life’s and property continue
widening the social and economic division between top and
bottom earners. In table 1 we have seen the devaluations of
world currency which encourages widening of the socioeconomic conditions of the nations led to income inequality
between top and bottom earners. Similarly, fig 1 deliver on
the damages cause by Covid-19 pandemic, the statistical
records over the confirmed, deaths and recovered of some
countries which also worsening the situation of income
inequality and all hang on both top and bottom earners.
Final discussion in fig 2, where the researcher tried to
describe the socio-economic impact of Covid-19 pandemic
between top and bottom earners. To be specific than internet
service has chosen to put more light on income inequality
between top and bottom earners, to bear the situation of this
epidemic all activities has been drawn on internet at home
internationally as well as, schooling, office and company
services. With motion of ‘Stay home, stay safe and healthy’.
So, impact of internet on income inequality between top and
bottom earners has been demonstrated. (Beine et al., 2020)
While the COVID-19 disaster affects governments as well
as top and bottom earners ample the whole world,
approximately earners will texture the shock far firmer than
others. Experts make significant forecasts regarding the rates
of virus spread, confirmed, recovered and deaths. The scene
will be led to the widening of social and economic division
between top and bottom earners and income inequality then
emerge globally. Economists shown that financial disasters,
in addition to widening joblessness and income inequality,
are creating spikes between top and bottom earners.
VI.
a-

DISCUSSION

Bottom phase, Can comprise the raw material
extraction industries and the socio-economic division
between different earners during this epidemic, and as a
result of the outbreak of COVID-19 (the disease
triggered by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
Coronavirus 2 (SARSCOV-2)), branded as a dark
wander occurrence and compared to the economic scene
of World War Two, has had a negative impact on global
health systems with a wave consequence on all
characteristics of life expectancy as we can recognize.
Now the degree of the manifestation acknowledged
COVID-19 by the World Health Organization (WHO) as
Worldwide emergency epidemic. Governments have
imposed border shutdowns, travel bans and quarantine,
in nations that make up the world's major economies in
reaction to the 'flatten the bend,' sparking concerns of an
imminent economic downturn and depression. Above all
culminated and expresses the disparity amidst top and
bottom earners during corona virus (Nicola et al., 2020).
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b-

Middle phase, Agronomic flexibility has been verified
by the Occurrence COVID 19. The entire nations bang in
hotel-restaurant request Agrarian product values have
fallen by 20%. States everywhere in the world have
forced several defensive actions to cover the spread that
is growing rapidly. This comprises social disaffection,
sidestepping unnecessary transportable, and prohibiting
worshipers. Self-isolation instruction when contacting
assumed virus victims will possibly affect the number of
examiners available and provision of necessary
personnel to safeguard the confirmation and conveyance
of Goods: That will have marked consequences for
unpreserved products Like tubers and essence. In
addition, marketplaces have left single stage additional
via closing miserable bottom interchange that has
impacted product conversation capability.

Similarly, according to Nicola et al., 2020) asserted
that on 23 March 2020. Brent Rudimentary throw down
from $34/barrel to $25.70 by 24 per cent. While a slowing in
the figure of COVID-related demises has instigated some
steadiness of the oil values, ample instability still exists, and
cause implications in the global economy. In addition,
slightly rise in customer movement is possible to be
compensated by harm to populaces dependent on income
from other earnings of liveliness. Subsequently, Covid-19
pandemic is widening social and economic divisions and the
implication of income inequalities between top and bottom
earners still exist. For example, decrease in crude oil
resulted to the devaluations in currency of the OPEC
countries compete to the value of dollars.
Meanwhile, all stress would be on bottom earners and
income inequality between top and bottom earners manifest,
even though the conditions touch both even governments
felt the decline during corona virus. Nevertheless, there’s a
research carried out by Barua (2020), on Understanding
Coronanomics: The economic implications of the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic and highlighted on the
impact of COVID-19 pandemic on countries economy later
effect both top and bottom earners. The external exchange
business is viewing responses in global and resident markets
to the great depression environment. Main monies like Euro,
Yen, GBP, and Yuan altogether deteriorated from January
through March 2020 in contrast to the US dollar. As the
pandemic goes all over the world, devaluations might be
striving via the weakening in employment flows and fewer
international transactions.
Table 1. Main currency exchange rates vs. one US dollar
Currency
Euro
Yen
GBP
Yuan
January
0.89
108
0.76
6.97
March
0.92
111
0.84
7.09
Source; (Barua, 2020).
c-

Top phase, now the researcher tried to explore how
top earners bear the impact of COVID-19 pandemic as a
universal trend. According to Nicola et al., (2020),
argued that a study conducted by the British Plastics
Federation (BPF) investigated how COVID-19 affects
production undertakings in the sector Großbritannien
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(UK). Over 80 per cent of respondents expected a
decrease in sales over the next two years, with 98 per
cent expressing concern about the pandemic's negative
effect on company operations. Export problems and
shortages in employment have regarded as crucial
apprehensions for companies due to stock chains
instability and self-isolation strategies. Certainly
'working at house' becomes un avoided a feasible option
for many roles within a manufacturing company.
Furthermore, COVID-19 has affected every level of the
education system, from pre-school to higher. Various
countries have introduced several strategies, reaching
from complete closures in Germany and Italy to selective
closures in the UK for everyone but the children of
employees in key industries, and these shut down have
had extensive social and economic consequences on both
top and bottom earners.

VII.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

In formulating conceptual framework of the study, on
income inequality between top and bottom earners during
Covid-19, the researcher illustrated on how epidemic harm
income earners. In figure 2 its shows that Covid-19
pandemic is the genesis of distress worldwide. The chart
begins with Covid-19 as an originator than affect health and
economy ( causes deaths and infections to millions of people
than led to economic recessions ), that economic meltdown
affect government and factories from there brought about
social and economic division widen and cause income
inequality between top and bottom earners, this is the clear
descriptive of the tittle of the study ‘ Income inequality
between top and bottom earners during Covid-19 pandemic.
See figure 2.

Furthermore, the epidemic initiate that twenty-seven
per cent of relations might not drive to labour by eighteen
per cent loss pay as a straight effect, there is a widespread
inequality amid top-income earners populaces capable of
retrieving knowledge that can guarantee digital teaching in
societal remoteness. We have seen how income inequality
between top and bottom earners happening during corona
virus.
However, The New York Time published an article
saying that Covid-19 pandemic is widening social and
economic divisions that also make the virus deadlier. By
taking this statement into consideration we can ascertain that
anything’s has to do with socio-economic impact may likely
affect economy nationally or internationally and income
inequalities between top and bottom earners will emerge.
Current Covid-19 pandemic causes global dilemma and led
to the losses of lives and wealth, in fig 2 see the sample over
the confirmed, deaths and recovered cases of some selected
countries, how corona virus causes harm and worsen income
inequality between top and bottom earners drastically
(Bauer, 2018).

Figure 1: Source: https://www.outbreak.my/world
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Figure 2. Conceptual Framework of income inequality
during Covid-19 Pandemic
Furthermore, for more clarification on income
inequality between top and bottom earners the researcher
took sample or example on impact of internet service as the
most major factor of the economy which is enshrine at this
very time of Covid-19 pandemic, now the influence of
internet with the policy of ‘Stay home, Stay safe and
healthy’ nowadays activities turn to carry out at home via
internet such as; teaching and learning, office work and
others shut down. This will facilitate to point out clear
picture of income inequality between top and bottom
earners, and in similar with growing secure and mobile
connectivity, a varied design of declines and growths in
income inequality has emerged. (Bauer, 2018), Primary
visions into the connection amongst digital communication
and revenue can be obtained from person and household
level remarks. It is therefore necessary to intellectualize the
contact amid internet connectivity and income inequality at
a total level. Salary and income disparity are most
frequently observed as forecasters to clarify the scopes of
digital divisions at this situation.
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By the individual level, an equally strengthening
relationship connects an individual or household 's level and
standard of digital admittance to their revenue. All things
being identical, advanced admittance and usage of the
Internet usually vis-a-vis with higher income and equal.
Subsequently, attempts to rise usage should boost individual
income prospects, all things being equal. In general, lower
digital inequality is linked to bottom earners of income
inequality, and as well as the top earners. It’s determined
through financial and industrial services which combine
rising internet access with rising inequality in income
between top and bottom earners. The degree to which
together top, bottom and the economy are upset is
unprecedented in modern times. (Baker, Farrokhnia, Meyer,
Pagel, & Yannelis, 2020).
Meanwhile, whole businesses and metropolises have
been basically closed unhappy, with approximations of
economic activity weakening drumming all-time accounts.
Officials at any level Administration and an extensive
variety of organizations have sought to alleviate the
economic destruction to top and bottom earners. But the
rapidity by which the economic displacement happens has
complete it problematic for officials to right goal family
economic incentives and business loan delivery. Later, slight
is recognized about how earners re-join to a pandemic on a
technical base and crossways a greater number of families
and topographies in their spending and coping up with the
condition. Did include and exclude to select the most
suitable once from there I choose the most important to
study. Nevertheless, table and charts were extracted from
internet via google scholar more especially statistical record
on Covid-19 pandemic internationally used in this study.
And recovered of some countries which also worsening the
situation of income inequality and all hang on both top and
bottom earners.
Final discussion in fig 2, where the researcher tried to
describe the socio-economic impact of Covid-19 pandemic
between top and bottom earners. To be specific than internet
service has chosen to put more light on income inequality
between top and bottom earners, to bear the situation of this
epidemic all activities has been drawn on internet at home
internationally as well as, schooling, office and company
services. With motion of ‘Stay home, stay safe and healthy’.
So, impact of internet on income inequality between top and
bottom earners has been demonstrated. (Beine et al., 2020)
While the COVID-19 disaster affects governments as well
as top and bottom earners ample the whole world,
approximately earners will texture the shock far firmer than
others. Experts make significant forecasts regarding the rates
of virus spread, confirmed, recovered and deaths. The scene
led to the widening of social and economic division between
top and bottom earners and income inequality then emerge
globally. Economists shown that financial disasters, in
addition to widening joblessness and income inequality, are
creating spikes between top and bottom earners.
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VIII.

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS FROM ISLAMIC
PERSPECTIVE

The finding of this paper from the Islamic perspective
reveals that income inequality between top and bottom
earners during Covid-19 pandemic that widening the social
and economic income inequality as a global disaster and
should be consider as will of Almighty Islamically.
Henceforth, Islamic perspective is defined as the
process whereby most Muslim scholars claim that the
fundamental aim of development in Islam is to build an
atmosphere that allows individuals to appreciate spiritual,
ethical and socio-economic satisfaction in this universe and
prosperity in the hereafter (enjoy here and hereafter). Islam
not only accepts these worldwide ideals but also allows its
followers to understand and follow them in the correct way
and with the right inspiration (Laluddin, 2016). With the
current fight of the present epidemic Muslim intellectuals,
the ideals of systematic investigation coincided with the
concepts of Islamic. Muslim and non-Muslim investigators
have taken curiosity in studying Islamization of scientific
Knowledge in relation to Covid-19 pandemic.
However, in this study seen the widening of socioeconomic division and income inequality between top and
bottom earners has been illustrated above and found that
reflections of corona virus cause economic meltdown and
income inequality manifest. Entirely rational knowledge in
the universe exists because of Allah’s Will, His Intelligence
and arrangements. Islamic scientific study of this current
knowledge should therefore be understood under Allah 's
divine model, who is the only One to construct the total
world (Hashim & Ssekamanya, 2013). Integration of
revealed knowledge with human science knowledge should
be answer to this condition, and through that we can
understand that any disgrace is a blessing in disguise for’
Mumin kuluhum khair’ Covid-19 pandemic becomes
deadlier and widen the socio-economic division of income
inequality between top and bottom earners can be regarded
as will of God ‘Tawhid’ and as well as ‘Qadr’ that can
happen to either top or bottom earner socially or
economically and might be nationally or internationally.
Contemporary Covid-19 pandemic is a globalisation
issue spreading almost around the world, now the
consequences has developed from spreading to socioeconomic disaster thus, scarcity of productions led to
deficiency and resulted to income inequality between top
and bottom earners or loss of work. This research is an
empirical study as well as value free and can be termed as
human science knowledge or sociology, according to El
Metwally, et-al, (2019), asserted that Islamic sociology is
also, under the sunshade of human sciences, an effort to
research on culture and its issues in the light of Islamic
values, which is viewed not as liberation from modern
sciences but as incorporation into it. Presenting the Islamic
perspectives in all areas of the current disciplines by
emerging association and linking. The elementary meaning
of Islamic development was to encourage harmony and
fairness in the society which is the basics of Islam. With
www.ijisrt.com
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respect to this study and in line with Islamic perspectives,
there is need to mix the contemporary issue with the
revealed knowledge, that is income inequality between top
and bottom earners during Covid-19 pandemic on how to
tackle in line with Qur’an and Sunnah.
IX.

CONCLUSION

As of now been concluded that it is very hard to
precisely approximate the quantity of harm caused by the
worldwide epidemic corona virus. New sights from
professionals displays that the income inequality between
top and bottom earners are going to be hash hit by the
COVID 19. Times like these, with uncertainties of a novel
depression and economic crisis, call for resilient and
powerful control in healthcare, industry, administration, and
broader civilization. Instant respite steps must be placed in
place and tailored for those that might slip through the
blows, i.e. top and bottom earners. In order to rebalance and
reactivate the economy after this crisis, average and
extensive term development is required. The regaining from
the virus is important in the current sense and economics is
Main Chief. But as signs of economic hardship arises, it will
be prudent to continue from now on planning and enforcing
proactive and disruptive policy measures with a long-term
outlook to avoid the looming.
RECOMMENDATION
Altering the method to comportment rules,
strengthening harmony among parts and nations, and
fighting short-termism must be the key teachings to be
strained from this disaster. Global collaboration is
obligatory since the calamity is worldwide and there are
clear externalities that can Just approach it helpfully. To
assist earners to improve during the pandemic and the postpandemic historical, the multinational interventions such as
the World Bank require to present distinct economic and
health plans and packages. According to Haider Syed et al.,
(2020), argue that Islamic economics has enormous
possibility
to
contest
somewhat
caring
of
condition/epidemic. Zakat and Qardh-Al-Hasan, if joint
together can prove to be a deadly mixture to tackle the
widening of social and economic division between top and
bottom earners as well as conflicting consequence of
COVID 19 pandemic.
Subsequently, clarification of Islamic perspectives,
philosophies, morals, customs, thoughts and school of
thoughts in contemporary prospectus. Transmit the Islamic
focused on education and investigation in such a way which
will produce harmony and righteousness amongst ummah.
It’s advisably to commence scheming and employing
aggressive and advanced rule movements with a lasting
insight to stop the impending. Monetary mediators should
recover their competence in relations of distributing
monetary incomes to economics family’s productive actions,
and henceforth donate towards refining income inequality.
Enlightening economic growth and upholding low price
increases amount is significant in dropping income
inequality.
IJISRT21JUL1167

Finally, above and beyond numerous government
growth agendas, hard work would concentrate on refining
excellence of organizations and economic expansion,
keeping small price rises are vital in its effort to battle
income inequality between top and bottom earners.
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